
WRITING A REFLECTIVE ESSAY ON GROUP WORK IN CLASSROOM

This is not an example of the work produced by our Essay Writing Students who have difficulty talking in class may
speak in a small group.

Pick Reflection Questions Read through the list of reflection questions below and select at least three you
want to answer. In what way did this expand my understanding of my own culture? While traditional
academic writing discourages first-person accounts, Reflective Reports rely on them. Along with helping her
with appointments and remembering her eye drops, I'd been doing little chores around the house that are hard
for her to do. And I feel that by our presentation and class activities, we helped our classmates understand the
terms and the field of research. I smelled the beach air and walked along all by myself and took an hour to not
think about responsibilities to others. So today, I w ent to the beach for Rhonda. Working in a
multi-professional group allowed us to benefit from a number of different perspectives on the task as well as a
wide variety of knowledge and experience. To earn the highest possible marks your Reflective Report should
include a detailed critique of the project outcomes. Then, write about why. Cooney, A. Self-reflection I am
very lucky to cooperate with Dan and Matt in our group project, they are great companions who always
refreshed my mind and enlightened my creativity during our group work. Great reflective essay is. This made
our presentation much more well-rounded and multi-faceted than it would have been if my group had
contained only other radiographers. In this essay, I will be reflecting on the experiences that I had as part of
the larger group of 10 students, as well as how I found the process of dividing into smaller sub-groups of four
people for part of the activities. Social workers can use this kind of paper to help them analyze the
environment and problems of their clients. University of Kent,  Integrating collaborative learning inside and
outside the classroom. How did others who were there experience it differently? Personal Growth This kind of
writing can help you learn how to understand and analyze your own life experiences. Page limit on their. The
use of cooperative learning groups in instruction is based on the principle of constructivism, with particular
attention to the contribution that social interaction can make. Although the students were all from such allied
health professional groups, there was a mixture of postgraduates and undergraduates, and the vast majority of
the students had not met each other before. Educational Technology Research and Development, 51 1 ,  They
found that students who participated in various types of small-group learning, ranging from extended formal
interactions to brief informal interactions, had greater academic achievement, exhibited more favorable
attitudes towards learning, and had increased persistence through STEM courses than students who did not
participate in STEM small-group learning.


